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1. Introduction

Even though that in the very beginning of Daylight Saving Time
(DST) policy, standards were decided individually by each country, and
were not regulated, most European member States have progressively
been adopting the so called “summer time” since 1970s or 1980s which
had been gradually harmonized under EU law [1]. Public discomfort
have been argued for years and claims from several social groups re-
garding the need for a public inquiry were attended. However, after
European Union decided to properly ask citizens about their feelings
regarding Daylight Saving Time, a small fraction of European citizens
(68% from Germany) had told that they don't want to change the time
twice a year. Despite the very statistically biased result, there are still
misgivings about the biomedical and clinical meanings of this position.
Therefore a significant amount of uncertainty related to the actual
impact of DST on health persists both in general public and in the
clinical and scientific community. Actually, at the same time discussion
seemed ready to be closed in EU, some countries persist with this trend
and some others try to implement variants.

2. The group and the topics on discussion

With this in mind, an international group of specialists in clinical
medicine, physiology and immunology with expertise on chronobiology
and sleep medicine (Table 1) joined together in August 2018 with the
aims of: 1) to reflect, analyze and clarify on the literature regarding the
numerous effects potentially attributed to DST-induced circadian mis-
alignment; 2) to define whether adherence to DST should be considered
a dangerous rather risky behavior in terms of health and wellbeing.

3. World changed since DST was implemented

Since Benjamin Franklin idea for saving coal with supplementary
light in summer [2], world has developed and lamps, TVs, computers
and smartphones became available for the majority of the population.
Shiftwork and intercontinental travels are no longer rare conditions for
a great number of people, and transitions between day and night be-
came less marked by related geophysical factors like sun during day-
time and darkness or moon light during nighttime to conform to the law
of social rules and “24 h open” commercial dictation.

4. DST - behind sleep

It is still common that whenever talking about circadian rhythms,
people think about sleep. There was 88 titles available in September
2018 on PubMed in answer to the search criteria of DST, most of them
made reference to sleep/wake or to rest/activity cycle.

That's actually the most obvious circadian rhythm and that is why it
is used as the most common variable to study the impact of circadian
disruption. Nevertheless, circadian timing system is a complex physio-
logical network that comprises a hierarchy of peripheral oscillators
(peripheral biological clocks) commanded by a central pacemaker, the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (master clock). This well-organized and in-
teractive system causes success to have the right time to occur in vir-
tually all biological forms. Not only sleep and wake time, but also meal
time, several hormones, blood pressure, the better time for alertness
and attention, time for the greater immune protection, and time for
being wise as the prefrontal cortex, so relevant for critical judgement, is
influenced by circadian regulation.

There are also times of risk to suffer disease that are regulated by
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circadian control machinery. To complete this multioscillatory system,
thousands of genes organized in clusters peak at different times coping
with the different functions of every cell in each moment. Despite all
those dynamics occur within the physiological context in a highly
synchronized fashion, several time-related disturbances and inter-
ferences may plausibly change the multicomponent system dictating
internal time [3]. The importance of the complex circadian organiza-
tion for understanding the mechanism of the disease was stated as a
new frontier for medicine by Fred Turek, which used for the first time
the term “Circadian Medicine” [4].

5. DST is different from traveling one hour time zone

Frequently, the impact of the DST has often been compared with
that which occurs when we travel to a time zone that differs by one
hour; however, the resynchronization dynamics is quite different in
both situations. As predicted by the phase response curve (PRC) to light
[5], a phase delay in our sleep time will occur when we increase the
light exposure in the afternoon and decrease it in the morning with
respect to our subjective internal time (SIT). On the contrary more light
in the morning and less in the afternoon will be followed by a phase
advance. Applying the PRC to DST, when we travel one hour to the
West, we can get up and go to bed one hour later in close association to
one hour of delay in the sunrise and sunset respect to SIT. This will
promote a phase delay which accelerates our resynchronization; how-
ever after the end of DST in October, we will get up and go to bed also
an hour later but the sunset and sunrise will continue at the same time
with respect to the SIT thus, immediately after the DST, we will expose
to more light in the morning and less in the afternoon favoring a phase
advance that counteract our rapid resynchronization.

In a similar way, when we travel to the East for one hour (process
which can be thought similar to the DST of March) the sunrise and
sunset occur one hour earlier with respect to SIT, promoting the phase
advance, as is desired; but after the Spring DST, suddenly we pass to
receive more light in the afternoon and less in the morning, which will
favor the phase delay, again an undesired effect that prolong the re-
synchronization time. Therefore the effect of the DST is more persistent
and is not at all comparable to the effect of traveling one time zone.

6. Microsystems and rhythmicity

Genes, molecules, biochemical structures, interactive physiological
behaviors and functions may all be affected with an apparently in-
nocuous stimulus such as that determined by changing only one hour
during DST. However, clinical consequences range from an absence of
perception of any effect to severe discomfort which sometimes may
persist until the recovery of the previous schedule [6]. DNA damage
repair response that protects our genetic material is itself strongly
connected to the biological clock [7] and thus radiation-related cancer
induction might be affected by the derangement of circadian timing.
Urthermore, immune cells that survey the emergence of cancer cells

possess intrinsic biological clocks, and immune mediators including
cytokines and chemokines exert strong influence on circadian rhythms
even at behavioral level [8]. It has been shown that higher incidence of
cancer and autoimmune diseases are caused by circadian disruption.

Also the daily variation in brain neurotransmitters, the activity of
the autonomous nervous system, endocrine and metabolic functions are
under the control of the 24 h internal master clock. Cell division is
“circadian clock-dependent” suffering consequences when internal time
disruptive events occur [9]. Actually, the presence of light-at-night, a
chrono disruptive factor in humans, is likely linked to cancer and
human cancer cells produce the PASD1 – a protein that silences the
circadian clock allowing oncogenic transformation [10].

7. Individual properties and vulnerabilities

Capacity of human circadian clock's adjustment to seasonal oscil-
lation was also shown to be disrupted by that DST-related one hour loss
in spring which seems to affect later chronotypes in a higher degree
when compared to the morning chronotypes [11]. At low latitude lo-
cations the uselessness of DST may be even greater since the change in
photoperiod near equator is negligible.

Time doesn't go by through a rat as it goes by through a human
being. Lack of studies and methodological issues make hard to take
definite conclusions regarding the real impact of 1 h change in biolo-
gical internal microsystems, but behavioral phenotypes essentially re-
veal that DST it is not friendly [6,11]. The economic argument that the
DST reduce electrical energy consumed hasn't had justified discomfort
related to DST and actually seems to be unacceptable nowadays
[12,13].

8. Chronodisruption, chronotypes and cardiometabolic risk

Desynchronization of an organism regarding its environment
through circadian clock derangements may lead to the development of
cardiovascular diseases [14]. Most cardiovascular functions are orga-
nized according to a specific circadian order, characterized by
rhythmic, predictable-in-time differences in its physiological status.
Thus, human beings are exposed either to rhythmic variations in the
susceptibility to morbid and mortal events, and to the ability of tem-
poral changes of cardiovascular unfavourable mechanisms to pre-
cipitate and graduate the overt expression of disease. This complex
inter-relationship, in which several factors, not harmful if taken alone,
may trigger unfavourable events when present together at the same
time, gives rise to the concept of “chronorisk” [15].

It is already known that the occurrence of cardiovascular events
exhibits an evident morning preference [16], and stress plays crucial
role upon the circulatory system particularly in the morning [17]. An
association between DST and myocardial infarction (MI) was first ob-
served by Janszky & Ljung [18], and further confirmed. In particular, a
higher frequency of MI onset -ranging from 5 to 25%- was observed
after the spring DST transition, and especially on Monday or in the first

Table 1
Participants of the consensus group DST-2018.

Name Afiliation/center City, Country

Miguel Meira e Cruz Sleep Unit, CCUL – Cardiovascular Center of University of Lisbon, Lisbon School of Medicine Lisboa, Portugal
Maasaki Miyasawa Department of Immunology, Faculty of Medicine and Anti-Aging Center, Kindai University Osaka, Japan
Roberto Manfredini Department of Medical Sciences, Faculty of Medicine, Surgery and Prevention, University of Ferrara Ferrara, Italy
Daniel Cardinali BIOMED-UCA-CONICET and Department of Teaching and Research, Faculty of Medical Sciences, Pontificia Universidad

Católica Argentina
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Juan Antonio Madrid Department of Physiology, Faculty of Biology, University of Murcia Murcia, Spain
Russel Reiter Department of Cell System and Anatomy, UT Health Texas, United States
John Fontenele Araujo Laboratory of Neurobiology and Biological Rithmicity, Department of Physiology Natal, Brasil
Rui Agostinho Institute of Astrophysic and Space Sciences, Department of Physics, Faculty of Sciences, University of Lisbon Lisboa, Portugal
Darío Acuña-Castroviejo Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, Center of Biomedical Research, Parque Tecnologico de Ciencias de la Salud,

University of Granada, Granada
Granada, Spain
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days of the week [19]. This Monday preference is not surprising at all,
since it has been observed for MI, stroke, and even for the stress-in-
duced Takotsubo syndrome [20–22].

However, some important information to interpret these data, such
as the possible impact of sex and individual circadian preference
(chronotype), is lacking. A possible higher frequency of infarctions in
women, as observed by Janszky & Ljung [18], lack to be confirmed [4]
and chronotype-related associations should be further tested [19].

Chronotype, which refers to the individual preference regarding
daily activity patterns and sleep wake cycles differ with regards to their
sleeping behavior, personality, mental health, smoking and dietary
habits, school achievements, and so on [23]. Individuals with late
chronotype more frequently show increased vulnerability to psycholo-
gical distress [24] and sleep-related issues, e.g., later bedtime and
wake-up, decreased sleep quality and quantity, more pronounced me-
tabolic risk, reduced physical activity, and unhealthy dietary patterns,
including also smoking and drinking habits [25,26], Moreover, late
chronotype seem to have more problems in adjusting to the spring shift
of DST [27].

9. Lack of an intregrative approach

Studies rejecting the influence of DST on circadian physiology are
failing to integrate the scientific basic and clinical knowledge. The
human body is constituted by 30 billions of cells; each cell contains
their own clock that regulates its daily functions, and these clocks are
exquisitely synchronized by the master clock. On the other hand, the
human gut have more than 40 thousand millions of bacteria which are a
key part of the brain-gut axis maintaining the body balance and the
functions of mucosal immune system that constitutes the largest
number of body's immune cells. Each one these bacteria have its own
clock influenced also by the suprachiasmatic nucleus.

10. Conclusion

Impact of DST over suprachiasmatic master clock and then, over
peripheral oscillators seems likely to be sufficient to cause an internal
chronodisruption leading, at least theoretically, to significant impair-
ments of homeostasis, at the cellular level, tissue and organ levels and
body/systemic level favoring disease. Accepting that science is dynamic
and further clarifications are needed should not allow to neglect the
potential harm that actual knowledge suggest.

Accordingly the first version of the consensus regarding Impact of
DST on Circadian Timming System authors concluded that: 1. Although
exact mechanisms are not assured at this moment for all related genetic,
molecular and neurobiological processes, there is sufficient literature
showing the adverse impact of the DST on different levels of circadian
timing system, either related to circadian master clock and multiple
peripheral oscillators from which depends adequate organic function; 2.
since there is evidence on the potentially negative effects of DST-related
disruption of circadian timing system associated to several negative
health outcomes, DST cannot be encouraged and therefore should be
discontinued.
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